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Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) choreography modelling depicts externally visible message exchanges between collaborating processes of enterprise information systems. Implementation of choreography relies on designing system integration solutions to realise message exchanges between independently developed systems. Enterprise integration patterns (EIPs) are widely accepted artefacts to design integration solutions. If the choreography model represents coordination requirements between processes with behaviour mismatches, the integration designer needs to analyse the routing requirements and address these requirements by manually designing EIP message routers. As collaboration scales and complexity increases, manual design becomes inefficient. Thus, the research problem of this paper is to explore a method to automatically identify routing requirements from BPMN choreography model and to accordingly design routing in the integration solution. To achieve this goal, recurring behaviour mismatch scenarios are analysed as patterns, and corresponding solutions are proposed as EIP routers. Using this method, a choreography model can be analysed by computer to identify occurrences of mismatch patterns, leading to corresponding router selection. A case study demonstrates that the proposed method enables computer-assisted integration design to implement choreography. A further experiment reveals that the method is effective to improve the design quality and reduce time cost.
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1. Introduction

Enterprise information systems (EISs) play an increasingly important role to support daily operations within and even across enterprises, and the need for their integration becomes prominent to satisfy business requirements (Xu 2011a). Enterprise application integration (EAI) technology uses various methods and tools to enable the distributed EIS to connect to each other so that they work as a whole (Xu 2011b; Panetto and Cecil 2013; Wang et al. 2012). The recent technology trend is to merge the traditional middleware-based EAI approaches with emerging disciplines such as Business Process Management (BPM) and Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) (Xu 2011b; He and Xu 2014). These technologies offer higher-level understanding and description of EIS integration as orchestration (i.e. composing distribute services into flexible processes to meet enterprise goal) and choreography (i.e. coordinating interactions between processes to enhance enterprise collaboration) (Xu et al. 2009).
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Choreography modelling depicts externally visible message exchanges between the autonomous processes of collaborating EIS (Weske 2012). As a standard for process modelling, the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) (OMG 2011) provides choreography modelling capability in terms of collaboration diagrams (Kopp, Leymann, and Wagner 2011). In BPMN collaboration diagrams, individual systems are modelled as control-flow process models, and collaborative interactions between them are modelled as message flows across the processes. For example, Figure 1 shows a BPMN collaboration diagram which choreographs processes of two systems (called participants), with request–response interactions. The message exchange activities of systems are modelled as rounded rectangles, called send tasks (with dark envelope icons) and receive tasks (with light envelope icons). A message flow (the dashed arrow) connects a send task in one process to a receive task in another process to establish an interaction. As the collaboration evolves, the choreography model can become quite complex. Modelling choreography using BPMN provides a mechanism to describe interconnections between systems in a bird’s-eye view.

Choreographing two processes faces the challenge of behaviour mismatches. Since the EISs are autonomous, their external behaviours, i.e. the message exchange interactions and their dependencies may differ significantly. Choreographies modelled using BPMN collaboration diagrams can also represent intents of coordinating processes with behaviour mismatches. In this paper, such type of choreography model is termed coordinated choreography. In coordinated choreography, the domain expert interprets the relations between the message exchange activities in the process models, and coordinates the processes by connecting matching activities to specify the correct way of collaboration. For example, Figure 2 shows a coordinated choreography model: a process A has two send tasks to send messages A and B in sequence, and then waits for a response. Another
process B has two receive tasks to firstly receive message B and then message A, and then replies with partial responses in loop. The message flows are defined by the business analyst based on interpretation of the relations between tasks. Such interconnections reflect the business intent to coordinate the mismatching behaviours.

While the choreography model specifies business-level design of collaboration between processes, it needs to be supported by EAI technology at technical level. Processes of different systems may vary in their use of message semantics and behaviour models (Barker, Walton, and Robertson 2009; Guo et al. 2012). Since modifying EIS to exactly match with each other is always costly, sometimes impossible, mediation is necessary to translate between different message formats and to coordinate different message exchange behaviours (Wang and Xu 2008; Quartel et al. 2009). In EAI technology, such mediation design produces an integration solution, which tells the EAI middleware (broker engine or Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) (Chappell 2004)), how to connect to the interfaces exposed by systems and how to implement data flows between them according to requirements while mediating the differences. Enterprise integration patterns (EIPs) (Hohpe and Woolf 2004) provide a rich set of domain-specific design artefacts for messaging-oriented integration solution. Since most integration solutions are built on messaging-oriented EAI middleware, the EIP artefacts are widely adopted in integration solution design (Scheibler, Mietzner, and Leymann 2009). In EIP-based integration design, all the interfaces of systems (called endpoints) are connected to the integration system, and data flows between interfaces are implemented using message channels. To mediate the differences between interfaces, the message translators and routers support intermediate message transformation and routing. This paper focuses on the behaviour aspect of integration solution design.

Designing integration solution to implement choreography may seem straightforward, but actually is not, particularly in coordinated choreography cases. To implement the message flows in Figure 1, the integration designer can directly design message channels to implement data flows between the interfaces of the two systems, as shown in Figure 3. But if the model represents coordinated choreography, the mismatching behaviours require specific design of message routing. For example, to support the choreography in Figure 2, the designer interprets the choreography model, and identifies that a rearrangement of the sequence of messages A and B is necessary. Therefore, a specific router,
A resequencer is assigned to mediate the order mismatch of message exchanges. Also, since multiple partial responses need to be aggregated into a single comprehensive interaction, another type of router, called aggregator, is assigned to implement such aggregation. The result integration solution is shown as Figure 4.

It can be observed that designing integration solutions to support coordinated choreography takes two steps: (1) the designer identifies routing requirements from the BPMN choreography model; and (2) the designer addresses the identified requirements using specific types of EIP message routers. Currently, this design process is case-by-case and totally manual, based on the designer’s interpretation of routing requirements and expertise of integration design. Heavy dependence on personal expertise may lead to errors in case of insufficient knowledge, and manual work costs considerable time. As collaboration scales and complexity increases, such manual work hampers quality and efficiency of integration solution design. Therefore, the research problem of this paper is to investigate if this design process can be computerised, i.e. to use the computer to identify routing requirements automatically and correspondingly design routers in EIP-based integration solution. To address this problem, recurring scenarios of behaviour mismatches in BPMN...
choreography model are analysed and summarised as computer-readable patterns, and corresponding solutions of these patterns are proposed as specific types of EIP message routers. Upon detecting occurrences of patterns, computer can automatically select appropriate routers to address the routing requirements. This enables computer-assisted design and reduces human efforts. As validation, applicability of the method is investigated within a case study of a typical process collaboration scenario in the health-care industry. Also, the effectiveness of the method is validated with an experiment to compare the design results of human designers and the proposed automated method. As the experiment shows, the method is effective to improve design quality and reduce time cost. The main contribution of the proposed method is to enable computer-assisted integration solution design to support choreography implementation.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the research background and existing related work. Section 3 proposes the method with a solution framework overview followed by detailed method descriptions. Section 4 validates the method using a case study and an experiment. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Background

Viewing EIS from process-oriented perspective leads to prosperous research efforts in academia, such as process modelling (Xu et al. 2008; Viriyasitavat, Xu, and Martin 2012; Li et al. 2014), process analysis and management (Tan et al. 2008; Xu et al. 2012), and process implementation, particularly by service discovery and composition in SOA (Hachani, Gzara, and Verjus 2013; Paulraj, Swamynathan, and Madhaiyan 2012; Tao et al. 2012). Considering the specification and implementation of inter-process collaboration is an emerging research trend (Xu et al. 2009; Xu 2011a). Choreography modelling formally describes collaboration between autonomous processes using message exchanges (Decker et al. 2009). By depicting relations between the individual messaging behaviours, choreography modelling provides to the business analysts a perspective to describe the whole picture of continuous interactions between EIS (Peltz 2003). Choreographies can be defined in top-down or bottom-up approaches. In the top-down approach, the choreography model (as shown in Figure 1) defines a common agreement on message exchange behaviours between systems which implement processes and interfaces conforming to the choreography. In the bottom-up approach, the existing systems are analysed to represent their external interaction behaviours as autonomous processes. Then, message exchange activities within different processes are connected to enable information sharing and process collaboration, as shown in Figure 2. Since the behaviours of systems may differ, such choreography model reflects coordination requirement at business level.

BPMN (OMG 2011) provides the capability of choreography modelling (Kopp, Leymann, and Wagner 2011). As the de facto process modelling standard, BPMN aims to provide a standardised bridge for the communication gap between the business expert, who defines the processes, and the technical designer, who implements the technology that supports the processes. BPMN achieves this by providing intuitive graphical notations, which can be easily understood by the business expert, and associates the notations to modelling objects defined in a metamodel. BPMN models choreography specifications as collaboration diagrams. BPMN collaboration diagram shows a collection of collaborative processes (i.e. participants) and their interactions. The external interactions between the participants (i.e. entities involved in the collaboration) are modelled as message flows connecting their communication activities such as send tasks and receive tasks. With the
independence of process models, BPMN collaboration diagrams are capable to represent both top-down and bottom-up choreography models.

After business-level design, the choreographies need to be implemented to realise actual message exchanges between systems. Since behaviour mismatches exist, the coordinated choreography model cannot be implemented by directly invoking concrete interfaces provided by the individual systems. In such cases, EAI technology enables designing and deploying an integration solution to implement the data flows between EIS interfaces and mediate their differences (Linthicum 2000; Izza 2009; Vernadat 2010). The design of the integration solution involves selecting and composing reusable integration artefacts according to the integration requirements, i.e. the expected message flows between the systems and the differences to be mediated. EIPs (Hohpe and Woolf 2004) summarise recurring problems in integration design, and provide corresponding solutions to these problems as a set of domain-specific artefacts using messaging-oriented mechanism. EIPs represent abstract knowledge of basic EAI functionalities, including transporting messages through message channels and adding intermediate processing steps such as message transformation and routing. Benefiting from the decoupled nature of the Pipes-and-Filters (PaF) architecture and visual notations, EIP-based integration solutions are easy to understand and maintain. Thus, EIP artefacts are widely adopted by EAI middleware products to design integration solutions.

Since the choreography is modelled using BPMN and integration solution is designed using EIPs, there is still a knowledge gap between business-level requirement specification and technical-level solution design. Currently, this gap is bridged by intellectual work of the integration designer who: (1) obtains business knowledge by understanding the integration requirements specified in the choreography model, particularly routing requirements in coordinated choreography cases; and (2) transfers the business knowledge into appropriate integration solution design to address the requirements based on integration expertise, particularly by designing message routers to coordinate the mismatching behaviours. Therefore, the research problem addressed in this paper is to explore a computerised, automated method to bridge this knowledge gap. Automating this design process by computer assistance requires that: (1) the computer can identify routing requirements, i.e. behaviour mismatches, and (2) the computer has the design knowledge of router usage to deal with specific types of routing requirements.

Behaviour mismatch, also termed as protocol mismatch or process mismatch, etc., considers differences between message exchange behaviours. Some efforts have been made to mediate processes with incompatible behaviours. It has been recognised that totally automating the mediation at runtime is difficult, and complex scenarios still require human decision (Benatallah et al. 2005). Therefore, designing process mediation solution is unavoidable, and can at most be semi-automated. Semi-automatic design of process mediation can be categorised as simulation-based or pattern-based approaches. Simulation-based approaches traverse simulated state transitions to find possible solutions (Nezhad et al. 2007). Like the runtime mediation approaches, since not all mismatches can be handled automatically, the simulation cannot proceed if some unresolvable mismatches exist, and the remaining processes cannot be mediated. In contrast, the pattern-based approach adopts the divide-and-conquer strategy to identify some recurring situations and solving them individually with predefined solution which can be composed, and allows human refinement rather than demanding the complete solution (Benatallah et al. 2005). The COSMO framework summarises some behaviour mismatch cases and designs corresponding conceptual mediators using a model-driven approach (Quartel et al. 2009). However, the developer still needs to manually identify these mismatch cases and design
mediators. This paper goes further in this direction to investigate how to automatically identify mismatches in the context of BPMN choreography modelling and how to solve them by designing EIP message routers. This aspect has not been addressed by existing works.

3. Method

Traditionally, designing integration solution to implement the choreography scenario is manual. In this section, a computer-assisted method is proposed to identify routing requirements from BPMN choreography models and to correspondingly design routing solutions. The overall solution framework is shown in Figure 5. First, recurring behaviour mismatch scenarios with routing requirements are analysed and summarised as behaviour mismatch patterns. These patterns can be identified by looking for particular structural characteristics represented in the BPMN choreography models. These patterns provide reusable knowledge for computerised requirement analysis. Then, for each behaviour mismatch pattern, a routing solution using specific types of message routers is proposed to address the routing requirement. These solutions represent EAI design knowledge of router selection based on requirements. To utilise this method during integration solution design to support choreography implementation, a computer analyses routing requirements in the overall choreography model by automatically extracting a set of occurrences of behaviour mismatch patterns, and automatically selects corresponding types of EIP message routers to meet each specific requirement.

The patterns in this paper mainly concern differences in cardinality and order between the senders and the receivers. Here, senders and receivers refer to send tasks and receive tasks connected by the related message flows in a pattern, respectively. The patterns 1, 2 and 3 concern one-to-many scenarios in which one sender has multiple receivers. The patterns 4 and 5 concern many-to-one scenarios in which multiple senders interact with one receiver. The pattern 6 considers sequence differences between multiple senders and receivers. Note the BPMN diagrams used to illustrate the patterns just show partial choreography models.

Pattern 1: Loop-receiver pattern: a receiver expects to receive several partial messages, but the sender sends a composed message. In BPMN, this occurs when a send task with no loop attribute is connected to a looped receive task (Figure 6 left). Occurrences of this pattern can be extracted as:

\[
\text{LoopReceiver} \leftarrow \{ mf \mid \text{loop}(\text{target}(mf)) = \text{true} \land \text{loop}(\text{source}(mf)) = \text{false} \}.
\]

![Figure 5. Overview of the solution framework.](downloaded by [Eindhoven Technical University] at 07:05 10 December 2014)
Here, $mf$ denotes a message flow that connects the sender and receiver. In EIP, a splitter router breaks out a composite message into a series of individual partial messages. Thus, the requirement in this pattern can be addressed by a splitter to split the message into multiple parts (Figure 6 right).

Pattern 2: Exclusive-receiver pattern: a sender has multiple receivers which are mutually exclusive in the same process model. In BPMN, this occurs when the receive tasks connected to the same sender are proceeded by the same exclusive gateway (Figure 7 left). This pattern can be extracted by the rule:

$$\text{ExclusiveReceivers} \leftarrow \{mf\}, \text{ where } \forall mf_i, mf_j \in \text{ExclusiveReceivers},$$

$$\text{source}(mf_i) = \text{source}(mf_j) \land \text{exc}(\text{target}(mf_i), \text{target}(mf_j)).$$

This definition means any two message flows in the identified set have the same source but their targets are exclusive. The $\text{exc}$ function examines exclusive relation between two tasks in the same process model. The requirement in this pattern can be addressed by a Content-based Router (CBR) to route each message to only one receiver depending on content-based conditions (Figure 7 right). The condition of selecting a
particular branch relies on the message content and therefore needs to be manually specified by the user.

Pattern 3: Multiple-receivers pattern: the message from one sender is of interest to multiple receivers. In BPMN, this pattern occurs when a send task is connected to multiple receive tasks within different participants (Figure 8 left). This pattern can be identified as:

\[
\text{MultipleReceivers} \leftarrow \{mf\} \text{ where: } \forall mf_i, mf_j \in \text{MultipleReceivers}, \nonumber \\
\text{source}(mf_i) = \text{source}(mf_j) \land \text{process}(\text{target}(mf_i)) \neq \text{process}(\text{target}(mf_j)). 
\]

This definition means that any two message flows in this pattern have the same source but different target participants. In EIP, a recipient list router broadcasts an incoming message to all output channels. Thus, the requirement in this pattern can be addressed by a recipient list router (Figure 8 right).

Pattern 4: Loop-sender pattern: a receiver expects a composed message, but the sender sends partial messages individually in loop. In BPMN, this occurs when a send task has a loop property while the receiver does not (Figure 9 left). This pattern can be identified as:

\[
\text{LoopSender} \leftarrow \{mf | \text{loop(source}(mf)) = \text{true} \land \text{loop(target}(mf)) = \text{false}\}. 
\]
In EIP, an aggregator collects and stores individual messages until a complete set of related messages has been received, and then combines the stored individual messages into a composed one. Thus, the requirements in this pattern can be addressed using an aggregator router that waits for multiple inbound messages and aggregates them to output a merged message to the receiver (Figure 9 right).

Pattern 5: Multiple-senders pattern: multiple message flows are connected to the same receive task (Figure 10 left). This pattern can be identified as:

\[ \text{MultipleSenders} \leftarrow \{ m | \text{target}(m) = r \} , \text{ where } r \text{ is a specific receive task}. \]

This rule finds a set of message flows that connect multiple send tasks to a particular receive task. This pattern implies both routing and message processing requirements; not all messages may be consumed, and the output message may contain contents from multiple sources. To meet these requirements, a combination of a message filter and an aggregator can be used (Figure 10 right). The message filter decides which messages can be processed, while the aggregator processes the received messages to output a single message to the receiver.

Pattern 6: Order-mismatch pattern: The order of the source send tasks is different from that of the target receive tasks. For example, a sender may use two send tasks to send messages M1 and M2 sequentially, while the receiver may use two receive tasks to firstly receive M2 and then M1 (Figure 11 left). Occurrences of this pattern can be identified as:

\[ \text{OrderMismatch} \leftarrow \{ m | \forall m_i, m_j \in \text{OrderMismatch}, \text{seq}((m_i), \text{source}(m_j)) \land \text{seq}(\text{target}(m_j), \text{target}(m_i)) \}. \]

Figure 10. The multiple-senders pattern.

Figure 11. The order-mismatch pattern.
This means for any two message flows in the identified set, the order of their source tasks is different from that of their target receive tasks. The seq function examines if the first task proceeds the second task in a process model, i.e. only after the completion of the first task can the second task start. This pattern implies the requirement to coordinate the message sequence. In EIP, a resequencer router collects and reorders messages so that they are reorganised in a specified order. Thus, to meet the requirement in this pattern, a resequencer can be used to reorder received messages (Figure 11 right).

In the previous sections, six basic patterns of behaviour mismatches that may occur in BPMN choreography models have been identified, and their routing requirements have been addressed using specific types of EIP message routers. The pattern list is not meant to be exhaustive. However, they can serve as basic units of design and can be composed to resolve complex problems. Composition of solutions of these patterns can be achieved using the composition mechanism of the PaF architecture, i.e. connecting the routers using intermediate channels. For example, a sender (the system A) sends the message M1 to both systems B and C, and also sends the message M2 to the system B. On the other hand, the system B uses a single receive task to receive information from both M1 and M2. Their coordination is modelled as in Figure 12 (left). This represents a combination of the multiple-receivers pattern and the multiple-senders pattern. To support this choreography, according to the multiple-receivers pattern, a recipient list router is assigned to broadcast M1 to the two receivers. Also, according to the multiple-senders pattern, a combination of a filter and an aggregator is assigned. Then, the two partial solutions need to be composed. Since the message flow mf2 goes through both the recipient list router and the filter, an intermediate channel is created to connect the two routers. The composed solution is shown in Figure 12 (right).

4. Validation

In this section, the proposed method is validated. First, a health-care choreography scenario is studied to show how the method applies in real case. Second, results of an experiment are reported to evaluate the effectiveness of the method in assisting routing design to mediate behaviour mismatches in common choreography scenarios.

4.1. Case study

As enterprises in other industries, hospitals gradually purchase information systems from various vendors. Integration of the distributed EIS in health-care enterprise is important to support hospital-wide information sharing and process collaboration (Li et al. 2008; Yin, Fan, and Xu 2012). In this section, a real process collaboration scenario within a health-
Care enterprise is used as a case study to validate the applicability of the proposed method. This scenario represents collaboration between the clinical information system (CIS), which supports clinical diagnosis workflow, and the radiology information system (RIS), which supports radiology departmental workflow. The two systems were independently purchased, and their message exchange behaviours differ. The CIS sends order request consisting of multiple order items using a single send task, and then expects to receive responses using two different receive tasks: one for acceptance response and the other for rejection response. If the response indicates that the order is accepted, the CIS expects to receive a comprehensive final study result (i.e. the radiology report). In comparison, the RIS accepts individual order items using a looped receive task. Then it sends the order response using a single send task indicating either acceptance or rejection within the message content. If the order is accepted, the RIS sends study results using two successive send tasks: one for the preliminary report (e.g. image interpretation by a preliminary radiologist) and the other for the confirmation supplement (e.g. diagnosis by an expert radiologist). These behaviours are analysed by the business analyst and modelled as BPMN processes. By interpreting the correspondences of their message exchange activities, the business analyst coordinates behaviours of the two systems by specifying message flows to connect the tasks between their process models. Such coordination specification produces a coordinated choreography model, as shown in Figure 13. To implement such collaboration, the integration designer designs an integration solution using message routing capabilities provided by the ESB to actually implement the message flows. Traditionally, this involves human interpretation of routing requirements and manual selection of appropriate message routers.

Using the proposed method, a computer programme takes the BPMN model as input, extracts occurrences of mismatch patterns, and automatically assigns corresponding message routers to the integration solution. First, the message flow to send the order request ($mf_1$) represents the loop-receiver pattern. Therefore, a splitter is assigned. Second, the two message flows related to the order response ($mf_2$ and $mf_3$) represent the exclusive-receivers pattern. Thus, a CBR is assigned to exclusively invoke the two receiving operations provided by the CIS. Third, the reporting message flows ($mf_4$ and $mf_5$) represent the multiple-senders pattern. Correspondingly, combination of a filter and an
aggregator is assigned to build a comprehensive report from the two partial report messages. The auto-generated integration solution containing three data flows with routers is shown in Figure 14.

The automated programme produces a basic skeleton as preliminary integration solution consisting of routers, endpoints and channels. Then, the integration designer further configures the routers to specify concrete routing logics. In this case, the splitter in the first data flow needs further configuration of the method to split the composed order message into individual items. The CBR in the second data flow needs configuration of branch conditions to evaluate the result values in response messages. The filtering criteria and aggregation strategies in the third data flow also need to be further specified depending on the designer’s interpretation.

This case study shows the ability of the proposed method to incorporate computer assistance into integration solution design. Traditionally, the integration designer must manually select routers and compose them based on interpretation of integration requirements defined in the BPMN choreography model and personal expertise of design knowledge. In comparison, the proposed method enables this step to be automated. This method automates the structural aspect of integration design (i.e., selection and composition of message routers), although the semantic aspect, i.e., message-based routing logic design, still relies on human interpretation and design. Nevertheless, the design of integration solution has been semi-automated.

4.2. Comparison experiment

In this part, results of an experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method are reported. This experiment compared the integration solutions designed by the method to those designed by human designers.
To find a test set of collaboration scenarios with behaviour mismatches, service interaction patterns (SIPs) (Barros, Dumas, and ter Hofstede 2005) were adopted as a basis. SIPs represent a commonly recognised catalogue of typical behaviours of systems in process collaboration, and are regarded as well-established knowledge of choreography scenarios (Decker et al. 2009). By altering behaviours of participants in each pattern, a set of commonly encountered behaviour mismatch scenarios was derived. These scenarios with behaviour mismatches were modelled as BPMN-coordinated choreographies. For example, in the *racing incoming messages* SIP, a participant expects to receive one among a set of messages which may come from different types of participants. In BPMN, the racing condition of this pattern can be modelled using an event-based gateway to wait for a specific type of message (Figure 15(a)). When the first received message triggers a specific event, the process proceeds to that branch, and later received messages may be discarded. Altering the behaviour of the message sender or the receiver can produce two variations of this pattern with behaviour mismatches. First, if the message sender does not distinguish different message types, the choreography model connects a single send task of one participant to multiple racing receive tasks of another participant (Figure 15(b)). Second, if the receiver does not distinguish reception of different message types by using only one receive task, the choreography model connects multiple send tasks of different senders to a single receive task, which expects only one message with no racing behaviour (Figure 15(c)). By altering behaviours of participants in such ways, 22 behaviour mismatch scenarios were derived in total. Their BPMN coordinated choreography models were used as the test set of this experiment.

Then a group of integration engineers, with different integration knowledge levels, was asked to interpret routing requirements and design integration solutions for these scenarios. The group consisted of five designers, including one expert, two designers with medium expertise and two beginners. They were asked to record all identified routing requirements in the test scenarios, and then to design routing solutions. These results were compared to those produced by the computer programme using the proposed method. The results of designers with medium expertise and those of beginners were averaged respectively.

Table 1 shows the results of the experiment. The first row shows total numbers of identified routing requirements. Note that the number identified by the proposed method is the most close to the result of the expert. The differences are further analysed in the next three rows, using the results designed by the expert as references. As shown in row 2,
some requirements identified by the expert were not identified by designers with less expertise. The programme using the proposed method failed to identify one requirement related to behaviour mismatch in message-based routing scenarios. A further examination reveals that this requirement occurred in the scenario where one system sends messages to a fixed end point, while the other system utilises dynamic routing to pass the references of other participants (e.g. addresses) within its exchanged messages. This mismatch is not structural but related to message content, which is only interpretable by human. Thus, the computer did not identify this mismatch when detecting the behaviour mismatch patterns proposed in this paper. In comparison, the designers with less expertise successfully identified this requirement, but they missed several requirements in other scenarios.

Row 3 shows a comparison with regard to unnecessary requirements, i.e. those that were identified but actually do not necessarily need routing solution (according to the expert). In this criterion, while the proposed method produced no unnecessary results, the designers with less expertise misinterpreted some requirements. Row 4 shows a comparison of accuracy of router selection to solve the correctly identified requirements. The only difference between the solutions designed by the expert and the proposed automated method was in the scenario where two mutually exclusive send tasks connect to one receive task, as a variation of the racing incoming messages SIP (Figure 15(c)). To solve this mismatch (as the multiple-senders pattern), the computer automatically assigned a filter together with an aggregator to process incoming messages. Since the two send tasks are mutually exclusive, the expert deemed the filter to be unnecessary. This result reveals the method needs to further decompose the multiple-senders pattern into sub-patterns to consider variation of senders’ behaviours. In comparison, the designers with less expertise produced more errors in router selection without computer assistance. In general, these results of this preliminary experiment show that the proposed method can be considered to be effective to improve the design quality, whereas the expert still cannot be replaced.

The last two rows of Table 1 compare results of time cost. The overall integration design consisted of two steps: (1) requirement identification and router selection; and (2) router configuration. Row 5 shows a comparison of time cost in identifying routing requirements and correspondingly selecting routers. It can be noted that the automated method can significantly reduce the time cost in this step, while the time cost of human design varied with expertise level. Row 6 shows a comparison of the time cost of configuring the selected routers with concrete routing logic. This step was totally manual, and the time cost varied with design expertise. In general, these results of this preliminary experiment show that the method of automated requirement detection and router selection can reduce human efforts in the first design step, and thus improves design efficiency. 

![Table 1. The results of the experiment.](image)
5. Conclusion

This paper presents an approach to computer-assisted design of integration solutions in order to implement choreographies. It focuses on the automatic identification and analysis of routing requirements in BPMN choreography models. Behaviour mismatch scenarios are analysed and summarised as patterns, and their corresponding solutions are proposed as EIP routers. From the feasibility perspective, validation using a case study in a healthcare enterprise shows that the method is capable of designing routing solutions to support BPMN choreography models semi-automatically. A further experiment in comparison to human design efforts shows that the method is effective to improve quality of integration solution design and to reduce time cost. The proposed method takes an initial step forward to bridge the gap between the business-level specification of choreographies and the technical-level design of EAI solutions.

Ongoing work aims to further assess and improve the proposed method. As the experiment shows, routing requirements with regard to message contents cannot be discovered by analysing only the structural characteristics of BPMN models, but requires understanding meanings of message contents. To this aim, the message schemas referenced by the BPMN message objects can be annotated using domain ontologies. The annotations allow computers to interpret the meanings of message contents to further enable detection of routing requirements in such cases. It is envisioned that explicit description of message semantics might lead to a new approach to configure the concrete routing logics.
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